Wildeck’s Pivot Gates Enhance
Facility Safety and Efficiency
Features and Benefits
• Innovative safety gate
• Safe and efficient transfer of
palletized loads
• Compliance with OSHA’s
elevated ledge regulations
Industry Group: Protective Guarding
Manufacturers Association

“I would definitely
recommend
Wildeck. This has
been a good
experience.”
Ron Harris
VP of Real Estate, Construction and
Facilities for Young Living Essential Oils

Through the installation of Wildeck’s Pivot Safety Gates, Young Living
was able to safely and efficiently move products from their mezzanine.

Due to a surging demand in the wellness market, Young
Living Essential Oils (headquartered in Lehi, Utah)
experienced an expansion dilemma. In order to keep
pace with the market’s growing demand, a Wildeck
mezzanine (measuring 136’ x 55’) was installed inside
the company’s building to extend the life of the facility.
Over the course of the company’s renovation journey, it
became evident that safety equipment that protected
employees from the mezzanine’s elevated ledge was
needed. Through their partnership with a trusted Wildeck
dealer, Young Living was exposed to an innovative safety
gate that would allow the safe and efficient transfer of
palletized materials to and from the steel work platform.
Unlike other gates in the material handling marketplace,
Wildeck’s Pivot Safety Gate is a true safety gate. As one
side of the Wildeck Pivot Safety Gate is raised, the other
side closes, keeping the elevated ledge protected at all
times. This functionality meant that Young Living would
not have to depend upon employee diligence to ensure
that the gate was closed following the transfer of pallets
to and from the mezzanine. Additionally, forklifts and
employees would be able to quickly and easily access
the merchandise being moved to and from the
mezzanine’s deck. Wildeck is proud to have helped
Young Living achieve their safety goals.
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